
I've told you I'm trying to catch up on rest. How soundly I can sleep in daylight is something. Wednesday I was awaiting a call from a reporter with whom we were to have supper and then I was to talk. He was late so I leaned back and went off immediately while 111 continued work in the back of the house. I was in the front, all windows open. Not until we left for dinner did my next neighbor stop us to tell us that a car had turned over along the front of our property, a tow-truck and the police had all been there, and I was unaware of it all. Yesterday, w/o an acci-dent but with company I did the same thing YAM involuntarily. My niece and nephew did not mind and the kids enjoyed the snoring...I often feel the fatigue more after the pressure is over, as this time. But sleeping through a wreck only 500 feet away?....WxStar has long story on Bud's suit for his CIA file and the expurgations in it. I've not seen it...EW 6/29/75 

JUL VI JDWI In  a mailing that should have tomorrow's date is a memo to JL on adds to an affidavit that he says we've already covered, at least mostly. He has done a first-rate job of con-densing whatI'd drafted partly as a spech (and never had time to read or revise!). Hopeful-ly he can make the necessary corrections so I can get it back and notarized and we can file it as soon as possible. It makes a record that- shbuld make it harder to treat the various matters lightly. Restricted to part - of what is at issue in this suit, the fact and the issues raised by the government. It is intended to ascribe motive and sets forth fact that can be properly interpreted as explaining motive. In any evens, it will_ make a better record in this and higher courts and will be part of the record. I don t know how many copies we'll have but I think all the content is'in the draft of the speech. More there than here if I do not sent a copy...This envelope had a stamp so I'm using it up, with the wrong label removed, this the tape reinforcement...In the previous letter is my response to Pena. If he were less emotional and less interpretqtive and could stick to simple statements of fact that can be authenticated it would not be hard to prove that it was a counterfeit of Oswald who threw that drunk in the Habana. Then we could gointo the other appearances of this man at a time when it could not have been LHO and maybe get something started. EW 6/29/75 
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